Free-solution, label-free molecular interactions were investigated with back-scattering interferometry in a simple optical train composed of a helium-neon laser, a microfluidic channel, and a position sensor. Molecular binding interactions between proteins, ions and protein, and small molecules and protein, were determined with high dynamic range dissociation constants (K d spanning six decades) and unmatched sensitivity (picomolar K d 's and detection limits of 10,000s of molecules). With this technique, equilibrium dissociation constants were quantified for protein A and immunoglobulin G, interleukin-2 with its monoclonal antibody, and calmodulin with calcium ion Ca 2+ , a small molecule inhibitor, the protein calcineurin, and the M13 peptide. The high sensitivity of back-scattering interferometry and small volumes of microfluidics allowed the entire calmodulin assay to be performed with 200 picomoles of solute.
M easurement of the rate and affinity of biomolecular interactions, such as protein-protein binding or binding of small molecules, not only provides insight into basic cellular function but also can facilitate the development of therapeutics and serve as the basis for many diagnostic techniques. For measurements at very low concentrations, detection of molecules often requires labeling (such as fluorescent tags), but label-free studies can be performed in two main ways. Calorimetric methods, such as isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) (1) (2) (3) , are performed with all components in solution and have found relatively widespread acceptance. However, these methods have very low throughput, require large sample volumes (milliliters), and have low sensitivity (Table 1 ) (in the worst case, there is no sensitivity if the reaction enthalpy is near zero). The enthalpic array (4) has been used as a high-throughput embodiment of the microcalorimeter and can be used to perform homogeneous, label-free molecular interaction measurements with just 500 nl of sample. Yet the method suffers from poor concentration detection limits (~5 × 10 −5 M) (Table 1 ) restricting the range of measurable binding affinities.
A larger group of related methods relies on immobilizing one of the binding partners to a surface. Several methods, including diffraction, interferometry, wave guiding and plasmon sensing, nanowire sensing (5) , and microcantilever sensing (6) , can then be used to detect changes in the surface layer. Although these surface methods are much more sensitive than calorimetry (for typical proteins of interest, detection limits for dissociation constant measurements are 1 to 100 pM versus 1 to 10 nM), surface immobilization of binding partners can raise several issues. The molecule's binding site may be near the surface (7) and may induce steric hindrances that could influence the binding energetics and/or kinetics. Surface preparation can be laborious, time-consuming, expensive to implement, and incompatible with some materials, and the surface layers often exhibit decreased activity over time (8) . Finally, it is not possible to study unknown binding partners or binding partners that are not isolated in quantities sufficient for modification so that they can be bound to surfaces.
We now show that back-scattering interferometry (BSI), which we have previously used with surface immobilization methods (9, 10) , can now be used to measure a wide dynamic range (K d spanning six decades) of molecular interactions in free solution. It provides high sensitivity (picomolar K d and detection limits of tens of thousands of molecules), either through kinetic or end-point analysis of concentration-dependent binding data. Compatibility with microfluidics gives BSI the added advantage that either assay format can be done on small sample quantities, allowing the study of molecules that require laborintensive synthesis or are prepared by tedious mutation or isolation methods.
Interferometry is one of the most sensitive optical interrogation methods known and has been used to screen molecular interactions in surfacebinding modes. Examples include on-chip embodiments of a Mach-Zehnder (11) (12) (13) (14) and Young Interferometer (15) , dual polarization interferometer (16) , porous Si (17) and nanoporous Al (18) sensors, diffraction optics technology (19) , and the biological compact disk (BioCD) (20, 21) , as well as BSI (9, 10, 22) . The Mach-Zehnder and Young dual polarization interferometers use wave guiding to monitor binding with surface interaction sensing, which requires relatively long sections of the channel to be coated with the target and large sample volumes to be introduced to facilitate micromolar to nanomolar detection limits. The BioCD is based on a disk that has a mirrored surface upon which periodic patterns of proteins can be bound, providing a periodic reflectance pattern that is phase modulated, changing in proportion to the surface bound mass. Porous Si and Al sensors depend on spectral fringe shifts and are limited to monitoring interactions near the surface where the target is attached. We recently demonstrated that BSI, implemented with a fast Fourier transform (FFT) fringe pattern interrogation approach, could be performed in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) chips with rectangular channels. This system enabled substrate-immobilized, reversible, label-free molecular interactions on-chip (9, 10). A three base pair mismatch was quantified, and the interaction between protein A and immunoglobulin G (IgG) was monitored at the attomole level (10) . BSI ( Fig. 1) has been effectively performed with cylindrical objects such as fused silica capillaries (22) , semicircular shaped channels formed from isotropic etching of fused silica (23, 24) , and recently with rectangular channels (9, 10). The latter shape was inspired by the simplicity of microfluidic chip production using PDMS (25) .
Although it is well established that changes in refractive index (RI) at surfaces can be used to study molecular interactions (9, 10, 26, 27) , some studies (e.g., 28) suggest that molecular interactions can be quantified in free solution by using an intrinsic signal other than temperature, as in ITC. Sota et.al. (28) used molar ellipticity of the sample molecule in combination with surface plasmon resonance (SPR), also an RI detector, to show a relation between surface and bulk signals. The underlying implication of their observations may be that an RI detector could be used to measure binding events in free solution. They show that SPR is sensitive to protein conformational changes and waters of hydration, but they also described their results as "counterintuitive." Other studies (30) . Given these findings, we suspected that structural modifications, as in ion-induced protein folding, protein-protein interactions, and small moleculeprotein binding events, must be measurable using RI techniques. We now show that BSI can be implemented in free-solution and can detect a 25 pM binding event using a simple optical train based on a PDMS microfluidic chip. Modeling of the physical mechanism behind the BSI optical phenomenon (23, (31) (32) (33) indicates that a multipass configuration leads to a long effective path-length and high sensitivity. Impinging coherent parallel rays from a fiber-coupled He-Ne laser beam onto a micrometer-dimensioned rectangular channel in the PDMS chip produces a fan of scattered light. It contains a set of very high contrast interference fringes (Fig. 1A) and results from this beam-channel-fluid interaction. As the composition or RI of the medium contained within the channel changes, these fringes shift spatially (Fig. 1C) . The transducer design (10) uses a high-resolution linear charge-coupled device and an FFT, which gives a readout in near-real time of the phase for a particular fringe frequency. Spatial phase detection methods allow us to measure RI change to greater than one part per million in picoliter volumes of solution.
The chip contains a serpentine and a squeeze for rapid mixing (Fig. 1B) . We adopted a modified "stop-flow" methodology (34), configured with two sample reservoirs, both connected to equal-length channels that converge into a single channel with a serpentine mixer made from a series of connected C shapes followed by a restriction (Fig. 1B) . This simple microfluidic network, which allows for sample introduction and rapid mixing of the two interacting species, was fabricated using standard photolithography and replica molding techniques (25, 35, 36) . It has a 50 mm by 70 mm rectangular channel that, when interrogated by the 100 mm diameter He-Ne laser beam, yields an optical probe volume of~350 pL. Stop-flow determinations (37) and a simple kinetic model allow us to estimate dissociation constants K d for an array of binding pairs, which are comparable to end-point determinations. A conservative estimate of the quantifiable signal over background for the antibody-antigen interaction studied here [interleukin-2 (IL-2) with its antibody, and applying a 0.3 s electronic filter for data smoothing] demonstrates that there are just 21 zeptomoles of IL-2 or 12,600 molecules and 0.6 attomoles of the antibody within the probe volume. Our calmodulin (CaM) results show that a species with nanomolar affinity can be assayed with just nanograms (picomoles) to micrograms (nanomoles) of protein or small molecule, which represents the use of one-thousandth the number of species required by ITC.
Because BSI is a highly sensitive RI detector, it is possible that the source of our observed signal was a temperature-induced RI change. However, the signals we measured changed during the course of reaction and then leveled off and remained constant after equilibrium had been reached. Thus, the signals must arise through a permanent change in the RI, because the heat sink would have quickly removed the reactiongenerated heat from the chip and fluid and then returned the signal to the original value. A calculation presented in the supporting information (38) illustrates that even under the best-case scenario (i.e., the highest concentration of binding pairs), the temperature change resulting from the reaction in aqueous media would not produce a detectable signal in BSI. Even if the reaction produced a temperature change 10 times as high (resulting in a DRI = 10 −8 ), our current detection limit of about DRI = 10 −6 would not facilitate registration of the event.
Having ruled out thermal RI changes as a signal source, we still must account for the source of the binding signal in BSI. We note that binding In the stop-flow interaction experiments, a fixed concentration of 2.5 nM P A was used, and sequential experiments with increasingly larger concentrations of the F C region from IgG (i.e., from 10 to 40 nM) were performed. P A was buffered at a pH = 7.2 with 15 mM Na 2 HPO 4 , 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EGTA, and 0.02% sodium azide. All IgG solutions were made using the same buffer as -induced folding of CaM, many water molecules (>35/CaM molecule) are ejected from the compound (39) . Such an event most certainly produces substantial electrostatic effects leading to a highly modified molecular dipole relative to that of the unfolded compound.
We now describe our results for several typical binding experiments. Protein A (P A (40, 41) . The association reaction was monitored in real time during an interval of 60 s. As expected, the "shape" of the binding curves changed and more rapidly reached the equilibrium point at higher concentrations of the antibody (IgG) at fixed concentration of the substrate (receptor).
The apparent binding affinity can be extracted from the data using a simple model that assumes first-order kinetics or single-mode binding (38) and plotting the observed rate (k obs ) versus the concentration of IgG (Fig. 2B) . Least-squares analysis of the line generated by this method from the kinetics obtained from BSI yields a K d for P A -IgG of 7.92 nM (±1.71). Alternatively, a plot of the end-point values of phase for the reaction between P A and IgG as a function of the concentration of IgG can be used as a second method to evaluate binding affinity of the complex. This plot (Fig. 2C) exhibits the expected hyperbolic shape often seen in enzyme kinetic studies and described by the law of mass action. Analysis of the end point yields a K d value of 6.05 nM (±0.52), which correlates well with the results obtained from the kinetic analysis and with reported values (41) . The quasi leveling-off observed at higher concentrations of the ligand in the end-point assay is attributed to a bulk RI signal, which becomes increasingly significant at higher concentrations of the ligand, IgG. Although this background signal is always present in the BSI experiment, we have studied its magnitude and have determined that the contribution is small compared with that of the binding event (3 to 5%, depending on the concentration and RI of the reacting species).
The control shown in Fig. 2A illustrates the result for mixing the 2.5-nM solution of P A with a 40-nM solution of the F AB fragment of IgG (rather than the F C region) and shows that combining a high concentration of the noncomplementary receptor with the target results in a nominal response by BSI. The control shows <1.6% of the signal observed at equivalent P A and IgG F C concentrations and exhibits decidedly different kinetics. Although a bulk property change is expected and observed, the magnitude of this contribution is small.
The interaction assays by BSI benefit from the inherent advantages afforded by microfluidics, as was also the case for entire syntheses performed on-chip (42) . The macro-micro interface is less than optimal for our system, yet it was possible to perform the entire P A -IgG binding assays with only 105 × 10 −9 g (2.5 pmol) of P A and just 287 × 10 −9 g (5.75 pmol) of the F C fragment of IgG. Under the best-case scenario, a comparable determination by ITC would require 300 to 1000 times as much mass (~300 mg) of each of the reactants.
We Table 2 .
The reported K d values for CaM-Ca 2+ range from 1 to 10 mM (43). The control showed < 3% change in signal above that observed in the absence of excess EGTA at equivalent CaM and Ca 2+ concentrations (Fig. 3A) . Kinetic analysis with a single exponential gives rise to a plot of observed rates versus Ca 2+ concentration that is linear (38). A linear least-squares analysis of the data gives the slope, the intercept, and their respective uncertainties. From this analysis, K d was determined to be 3.40 mM (±2.86). Analysis of the plot of the end-point values monitored by BSI versus the concentration of Ca 2+ yields a K d value of 18.23 mM (±1.43), which is above the range previously reported. The disparity in these two values may arise from the use of an overly simplistic model of the reaction kinetics (for example, Ca 2+ is known to bind more than one CaM site) and/or from the RI background present from unreacted ligand, particularly at high concentrations. Even four-site binding models provide questionable fits of kinetic data for this system (43) .
The interaction between CaM and TFP was previously examined with affinity chromatography (44) . This method required 30 mg per sample, with each sample analysis requiring 300 ml. In these chromatography studies, dissociation constants or affinities ranged from 4.5 to 5.8 mM. At equivalent CaM and TFP concentrations, the control showed <4% of the signal observed when Ca 2+ was present (Fig. 3B) . Kinetic analysis produces a linear relation between the observed rates over the concentration range of TFP used (38), and from the least-squares analysis, K d was determined to be 4.73 mM (±0.48) for the CaM-TFP complex, which is within the range obtained by affinity chromatography (44) . A plot of the BSI signal values at end-point versus TFP concentration was constructed and gave a K d of 7.82 mM (±0.91).
Calcineurin is a protein phosphatase and the major CaM binding protein in the brain (45) . The pair has been studied previously using both affinity chromatography and radioligand binding (45) (46) (47) , with reported K d 's between 4 and 16 nM. The unactivated control showed <1.5% of the signal observed at the equivalent CaM and calcineurin concentrations in the presence of Ca 2+ (Fig. 3C) . Kinetic analysis yields a linear relation between the observed rates and calcineurin concentration (38). The slope and intercept from a least-squares analysis yields a K d of 15.64 nM (±3.24), again within the range of reported values from affinity chromatography and radioligand binding (45) (46) (47) . End-point analysis yielded a hyperbolic relation (38) and a K d of 11.39 nM (±0.82).
M13, a peptide from sk-MLCK, is also a known target of the Ca 2+ -activated CaM complex and has been shown by SPR to bind with high affinity (K d = 1.9 to 5.5 nM) (48) . A range of concentrations of M13 were reacted with CaM sequentially, and time-dependent association events were detected by interferometry (Fig. 3D) (49) . Homogeneous assays based on calorimetry are problematic for very low and very high binding affinities. To effectively evaluate the interaction between pairs with picomolar binding affinities, it is desirable to perform the determination at subnanomolar concentrations, which is often not possible with ITC but is well within the range possible with BSI. To demonstrate this capability, we measured the interaction between IL-2 and a monoclonal antibody in buffer (38) and in cell-free media (Fig. 4) . Activated T cells secrete IL-2 (50, 51), which, among its other roles, is responsible for the proliferation of antigen-specific cells, as well as promoting the proliferation and differentiation of other immune cells. IL-2 and its antibody (IL-Ab) have been shown to bind with high affinity, with reported K d values ranging from 10 to 60 pM (52) . BSI was used to monitor realtime interactions IL-Ab with IL-2 in free solution and in cell media. The slight, nearly identical RI change observed for the blank and two controls was attributed to the mixing of the media. The kinetic analysis, as described above for the CaM and P A -IgG pairs, yields a linear plot (38) . From the analysis, a K d of 25.91 pM (±5.24 pM) was determined, which falls within the published range of 10 to 60 pM (52) .
Although additional work is required to completely understand the intricacies of free-solution interaction determinations by BSI, the observations presented here demonstrate that such measurements can be performed label-free with high sensitivity over a six-decade dynamic range for K d determinations with values as low as 4 mM and as high as tens of pM. For example, using an unoptimized microfluidic network, the entire CaM study required the consumption of only about 200 picomoles or 3 mg CaM. To perform a similar analysis with ITC would have required about 250 times as much solute, or about 0.8 mg. The lower concentrations used in BSI may avoid errors resulting from solute aggregation. We note that all of the data presented were obtained using a singlechannel system and, excluding the IL-2 results, with no active or passive signal filtering. It should also be possible to use this method to look for the presence of unknown binding partners, such as from cellular extracts, to a target of known concentration. was oxidized in O 2 plasma for 30 s and then placed on a 1-mm-thick microscope glass slide, creating an irreversible bond between the glass and PDMS. The glass slide was used to seal the microfluidic channels and allowed for the entire chip assembly to be handled and securely mounted onto a thermoelectrically temperaturecontrolled x-y translation stage. A shorter top piece of glass was also used as a faceplate, offering structural stability to minimize channel deformations during the sample introduction step. Nanoliter volumes of samples of each of the two binding pairs were placed in the reservoirs at the top of the "Y," then a slight negative pressure was applied to the chip exit well, drawing the two interacting species through the mixer and into the detection zone. 37. In our stop-flow experiments, the sample introduction pressure was chosen to optimize the flow rate and mixing of the solutes. The constraints of the mixer system made it necessary to balance the need for rapid, complete mixing to produce a homogeneous solution of the binding pair with the requirement that the reaction has not proceeded appreciably before flow is stopped and analysis begins. These parameters change slightly for each binding pair, with flow rates found to be in the range of 75 to 120 mL/min.
